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Funding

Training

We provide seed funding to prove your
business concept and bring your ideas to
life

Registered RSE Next Gen Q
entrepreneurs are eligible to receive
practical and on line training for
3 months focused teaching basic
skills needed to operate a successful
business. It covers major topics from
marketing to designing products
and services, corporate governance,
accountability and finance
management.

Contact us:
Next Gen Q Department,
Rwanda Stock Exchange Ltd,
1st Floor Avenue du Commerce,
Kigali City Tower
P.O.Box 5337, Kigali-Rwanda
Tel: +250788516021
Email: info@rse.rw
Web: www.rse.rw
Twitter: RSE_Rwanda

The Next Gen Q segment
Ideal platform for funding , training and mentoring
of Rwandan start- ups and other innovations

Turning your Idea into

Real Business
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The Rwanda Stock Exchange (RSE) has
unveiled its third platform entitled “the
Next Gen Q” to be officially launched in
early 2018.
The new platform is meant to offer
technical and financial support to
start ups and other innovations in a
bid to strengthen local capital market
ecosystem through boosting the small
and medium enterprise(SME) sector in
Rwanda.
Next Gen Q segment is a practical
response by the RSE management to the
immense potential possessed by start
ups and other innovations in Rwanda.
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Registration into the Next Gen Q is
free. Terms and conditions apply
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The RSE management is cognizant
of Rwanda’s unique context whereby
its economy is principally driven by a
rapidly changing and modernizing SME
sector.

Supporting 300 Rwandan starts
up and innovations.
Apply now

Within that context, start ups and other
innovations unique to Rwanda have
potential of assisting in building the
local capital market ecosystem.

There are no limits to what a founder of a
new Rwandan enterprise or young innovator
can achieve. We are aware to fact that some
of the biggest and most globalized successful
enterprises of today in the world economy were
once start ups of yester years.

This can be made possible through
nurturing them to have capability
of feeding into two of RSE’s first two
platforms namely the small and
medium enterprise segment(SMEMs)
and the main investment market
segment(MIMs).
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What we do to support start
ups and other innovations

Three easy steps of registering in RSE Net Gen Q

Download the Next Gen Q eligibility criteria and
application form on line.
Ready carefully and once convinced that
your idea can pass terms and conditions of
eligibility fill and submit to the RSE Next Gen Q
department.
The RSE Next Gen Q department will get back to
you within 3 working days.
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The journey of starting the next big thing in
Rwanda is never linear. You can fail to enter
our roll of registered start ups or innovations
but never give up. For those lucky enough to
make the cut it is your chance to leap and soar
through our provision of support.
At the RSE Next Gen Q we offer holistic technical
service support meant to empower founders of
new enterprises to attain greater potential.

Given their agility and speed, start ups have
potential to disrupt any industry in the world.
Given their potential, at inception of Next Gen Q
in early 2018, the RSE management has a target
of supporting at least 300 start ups
and innovations.
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Mentoring
RSE Next Gen Q provides world class mentors to
help steer your business to a successful path.

